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“What lies beneath our seas  
  has inspired curiosity for  
  generations. We help turn  
  that curiosity into progress. ”
    The Maritime Archaeology Trust
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Maritime history and the way in which it is researched, excavated and 
recorded is not only an interesting subject, it offers cross-curricular appeal 
across key stages 1 to 4.  When integrated into a scheme of work it  
supports the practical application of a wide range of subjects including  
history, geography, ICT, mathematics and the sciences. 

To support schools we offer a variety of facilitated sessions run by DBS 
checked education officers either in the classroom, on-site using our  
Discovery Bus or by supporting or delivering field trips.   

About the Maritime Archaeology Trust

We are a registered charity with over 22 years’ experience in research,  
investigations and pioneering techniques for the study of shipwrecks,  
submerged landscapes and coastal change. Originating in the South of  
England as the Hampshire and Wight Trust for Maritime Archaeology,  
we have grown from our regional roots to an internationally renowned  
authority on maritime archaeological issues and research. 

Over two decades we have created and delivered award winning, innovative 
educational sessions and resources for schools and colleges based on our  
research, findings and techniques. 

The nature of our subject provides a unique opportunity to demonstrate
 – in a very hands-on way – how school subjects are applied in the world  
of work.

INNOVATION fOr lEArNINg
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Award winning education 
 
In 2013 the Trust received the coveted Daniel g. roberts 
Award from the society for historical Archaeology for 
“leadership in developing innovative new strategies and 
educational products for reaching all segments of the 
public”.

In 2011 the Trust won a European Europa Nostra Prize for 
education, training and awareness raising for an  
“exemplary and hands-on approach which introduces 
a large audience to the inaccessible heritage that lies 
underwater or is hidden in the mud”.



ThE DIsCOVEry bUs 
 
Promoting learning outside the classroom  

Our Discovery Bus aims to bring maritime history from under the sea,  
to the surface, and to your school.

It is ideal for activity weeks and can provide a base for our facilitated  
sessions, classes, workshops, activities and fun days. It can cover themes 
such as the discovery and exploration of shipwrecks, submerged ancient  
landscapes, ditched military aircraft, foreshore archaeology, and  
subjects such as prehistoric man and the world wars. 

 It features: 

• Handling collections of real-life and replica maritime artefacts
• A hands-on digital microscope with group viewer
• Information panels about foreshore archaeology, vessels from the World  
   Wars, protected wreck sites, how maritime archaeologists work, and a  
   range of themes and geographical areas
• Interactive touch screen learning activities
• TV and audio facilities to engage pupils with HD underwater footage 
• An activity zone with models, experiments and activities
• Miniature excavation tools.

The bus is fully accessible, with a ramp, grab rails and space for  
wheelchairs. It also has a range of multi-sensory, interactive facilities  
suitable for those with special educational needs. 

“The benefits of a trip without the cost of taking children off site.” 
Primary School, Hampshire

In 2012/13, 3,501 children  
benefited from our educational  

sessions and 6,648 people visited 
the Discovery Bus
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WhAT hAPPENs ON ThE bUs?
 
Our staff are experts in engaging and enthusing and never fail to bring history,  
science and geography to life. Through the resources and materials on the  
Discovery Bus, we demonstrate how school subjects are applied in discovering 
and recording history. Our educators can support you with a range of sessions 
based on particular themes or subjects but are also happy to discuss any  
specific needs. 

The Bus is a hands-on, interactive experience with lots to explore.  
A digital microscope and screen allows detailed examination of even  
the smallest artefacts. Plus, built in touch-screen computer terminals  
enable pupils to access digital data, resources and activities. 

Drawers and boxes are stuffed full of real and replica artefacts,  
equipment and complementary research books and resources.
Other activities include trying on SCUBA kit, piloting miniature  
Remotely Operated Vehicles, using miniature underwater  
excavation tools and viewing 3D images.

The bus is available for half-day and full-day visits. Please email  
info@maritimearchaeologytrust.org for more information and to book. 

Discovery Bus virtual tour 
Take a virtual tour on our schools website:  

schools.maritimearchaeologytrust.org/maritimebus 

EXPErIENCE & ACTIVITy DAys  

Developing problem-solving skills through  
team working 

• Coracle building
    Teams compete against the clock using logic and problem solving skills  
    to build a small circular boat and race across the water for the win. 
• Maritime archaeology hikes
   Either a guided walk or orienteering challenge to seek and learn about  
   sites of historic importance. 
• Navigation with historic maps 
   Your group will be time travellers working together to reach a goal. The only problem is the hundreds of  
   years of history between their maps and the real world. 
• Pool diving sessions
   SCUBA diving sessions taught by qualified instructors. 
• Problem solving through archaeology
   Solve a range of puzzles and use the clues to uncover the shipwreck. Perfect for a rainy day. 
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History sessions 
Our sessions provide an excellent opportunity for  

pupils to develop historical enquiry skills. 
They cement a sense of chronology and encourage 

questions about change, cause and  
significance. Popular themes include topics such as 
the first World War, britain from the stone Age to 

the Iron Age, climate change and local  
history projects.   

fACIlITATED lEArNINg  
 
Giving workplace relevance to school subjects
 
Our popular facilitated sessions are designed for the 2014 national curriculum framework objectives.  
We can also design facilitated sessions tailored to your school or group’s requirements.  
3D Photography
EO1401

Pupils get the chance to express creativity and engage with technology to bring artefacts to 
life through 3D photography. Ks2 upwards

Identifying a Mystery shipwreck
EO1402

Pupils develop problem-solving skills, engage critical thinking, historical enquiry, geography, 
science and ICT skills to solve a shipwreck mystery. Ks3 upwards

Maritime Archaeologist for an hour
EO1403

Controlled group trips to sites of shipwrecks and/or sites of coastal change. Pupils apply 
technical drawing skills and learn local history. Ks2 upwards

Changing Cultures and landscapes: 
historic Maps
EOPh1404

Pupils engage with local history, rights of way and map-reading using historic Ordnance  
survey maps. great for looking at environmental and urban/suburban change. Ks2 upwards

Physics in Action - Mini-airlifts
EO1405

Pressure and buoyancy affects archaeologists working under water. Through hands-on 
experimentation with miniature underwater excavation equipment, pupils will develop an 
understanding of how physics relates to everyday life. hands-on session includes working a 
sediment-shifting airlift. Ks3 upwards

shipwreck Detective
EO1406

Using appropriate case study wreck/s, pupils are supported to undertake online research to 
determine the ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘why’ and ‘how’ behind the ship and its demise. Can  
complement geographic, historic, economic and/or social themes. Ks2 upwards  

shipwreck survey  
(Maths focus) EO1407

Pupils work in small teams, taking and recording precise measurements and triangulating 
their results to produce a scaled two-dimensional site survey. Includes: measurement,  
geometry, number (decimals). Ks2 upwards

slavery EO1408 Using and interpreting a database and additional resources, learners will explore the impact 
of the transatlantic slave trade. Ks2 upwards

stone Age settlements beneath  
our seas EO1409

Pupils explore the travels of prehistoric people through landscapes beneath our seas. hands-
on sessions include looking at soil deposits and undertaking a mini excavation. Ks1 & 2

Using Animation
EO1410

Pupils learn animation skills to support local history projects. great for gifted and talented 
groups. Ks2 upwards
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TEAChINg rEsOUrCEs
 
Our classroom kits contain lesson plans and all the equipment you will need to run an interactive session.  

Discovering Titanic 
EOKT01

Through the lesson and resource pack pupils will examine and critically engage with historical 
documentary sources about the Titanic, interpret them and reflect on the future and  
contemporary ethics surrounding the site. Ks2 upwards 

Discovering Titanic Extended 
EOKT02

The extended pack contains the above, plus additional lessons for: science (physics) – robots 
and geophysics, science (chemistry) – material strength and decay. Ks2 upwards 

Drawing and Illustration EOKT03 This lesson kit enables pupils to work with geometry and scale – all with a maritime focus.  
Ks2 upwards

Dressing the Part EOKT04 An archaeologist dress-up kit to complement lessons. Includes hard hats and  
high-visibility jackets.

handling Collection Kits  
EOKT05

Kit contains maritime artefacts. Pupils gain an understanding of artefacts and relative dating 
methods through observation, team work and communication.

Mini Excavation EOKT07 students will look at soil layers and the archaeological excavation process. Ks2 upwards
Mini Underwater Excavation 
EOKT08

With this kit pupils learn to understand and overcome issues associated with excavating  
under water. The hands-on session includes using a special ‘mini airlift’ to clear sediment,  
highlighting physics principles. Ks2 upwards

Mystery Wreck handling Collection 
EOKT09

This kit is available for hire only. Pupils engage with real shipwreck artefacts and collect  
evidence to identify a mystery wreck.

Technical Photography 
EOKT10

Pupils will develop skills such as working with units, recording, how light picks up artefact  
details, working with scale and drawing-up results. Ks2 upwards

Planning frame survey 
EOKT11

Drawing using ratios is a skill. bring mathematics to life with this teaching kit by bringing it into 
a real life situation.  Ks2 upwards

shipwreck survey EOKT12 Using a roll-out shipwreck plan, pupils explore their technical surveying and drawing skills. Ks2
Under the sea EOKT13 A lesson on marine species and habitats. Ks1
rights of Way: Teacher’s Pack EOKT14 A lesson kit focussing on local history, rights of way and map reading. Ks2 upwards

Kits are available to buy or hire. For more information please visit our website or contact us on 023 8023 7300.  
    

 CUrrICUlUM lINKs 
     

Primary 
relevance

secondary 
relevance

Additional 
relevance

English 
(core)

Maths
(core)

history geography ICT  
(foundation)

science
(core)

Art & 
Design

Design 
& Tech

3D Photography EO1401

Identifying a Mystery shipwreck EO1402

Changing Cultures & landscapes : historic Maps 
EOPh1404
Physics in Action - Mini-airlifts EO1405

shipwreck Detective EO1406

shipwreck survey  (Maths focus) EO1407

slavery EO1408

stone Age settlements beneath our seas  
EO1409
Using Animation EO1410

Discovering Titanic EOKT01

Discovering Titanic Extended EOKT02

Drawing and Illustration EOKT03

handling Collection Kits EOKT05

Mini Excavation EOKT07

Mini Underwater Excavation EOKT08

Mystery Wreck handling Collection EOKT09

Technical Photography EOKT10

Planning frame survey EOKT11

shipwreck survey EOKT12

Under the sea EOKT13

rights of Way: Teacher’s Pack EOKT14
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gET IN TOUCh
Our Education Officers can provide you with more information  
about any of our sessions and activities. 

Furthermore, if you are interested in the Discovery Bus, we will  
be happy to advise you of where and when you can see the bus  
in action.   

Maritime Archaeology Ltd. 
National Oceanography Centre
Room W1/95 
European Way, Empress Dock
Southampton
SO14 3ZH

and research services for marine cultural heritage, offering a 
comprehensive portfolio of skills to assist your organisation.
We operate throughout the UK and internationally, specialising in: 
 

+44 (0)2380 237300

enquiries@maritimearchaeology.co.uk
 
www.maritimearchaeology.com

+44(0)23 8023 7300

info@maritimearchaeologytrust.org

www.maritimearchaeologytrust.org

Maritime Archaeology Trust 
National Oceanography Centre
room W1/95
European Way, Empress Dock
southampton
sO14 3Zh

 
registered charitable trust  
Charity registration Number 900025
Company limited by guarantee
registered in England - Number 2394244
bankers: lloyds Tsb bank PlC,  
49 high street, Winchester
Auditors: hopper, Williams & bell ltd., highland house,  
Mayflower Cl., Chandlers Ford, Eastleigh


